ART. XI – The Windermere Gasworks, 1862-2004
BY BLAKE TYSON, B.SC., PH.D.

A

MONG many experiments that eventually led to the development of coal-gas
as a valuable fuel, the chemistry research at Cambridge University of Revd
Dr Richard Watson (1737-1816), who in 1782 became Bishop of Llandaff
and lived at Calgarth, a mile-and a half north-west of Windermere, is of interest here
because in 1781 his research results were made public. He had distilled coal and
other substances to discover the amount of liquid, including tar, that each yielded
and though he collected coal-gas in bladders and even burnt it, he, like other
scientists, failed to realise its potential as a fuel.1 It was William Murdock’s work in
Cornwall, from 1792, when he used coal-gas to light his house in Redruth and, from
1798, when he moved to Boulton and Watt’s Soho foundry at Birmingham, that its
commercial viability began to be realised. He installed two gas flares on the
foundry’s chimneys to celebrate the Peace of Amiens in 1802. In 1806 he installed
gas lighting in a cotton mill of Messrs Phillips & Lee at Salford.2 The London-based
Gas Light & Coke Company was the first public gas utility, chartered in 1812. By
the end of 1815, they had laid 26 miles of mains in Westminster, but problems
regarding safety and the offensive smell of impurities had still to be solved. London
was soon followed by Liverpool and Preston (1815), Exeter (1816), Oxford and
Manchester (both 1817), Bath, Cheltenham, Chester, Kidderminster, Leeds,
Leicester, Nottingham, Rochester and Sheffield (all 1818); and Blackburn, Bolton,
Bristol, Carlisle, Chelmsford, Newcastle-on-Tyne and Newcastle-under-Lyme (all
1819).3 By 1860 provincial gas companies were said to be “innumerable”.4
As an addition to that number, Windermere gasworks was small and relatively
insignificant. Reasons for studying it here include that it was built on the old
Undermillbeck workhouse site, already studied in these Transactions.5 That work
drew the author to the present study by finding out when, how and why the
workhouse site was sold for re-use as a gasworks. Secondly, as Cumbria’s gasworks
have not received the attention they deserve, this article may encourage other
researchers to explore them. By 1890 there were 30 gasworks in the area of modern
Cumbria and a few more followed (Appendix 1). As might be expected Carlisle was
Cumbria’s first, soon followed by Kendal (1825), Whitehaven and Penrith (1830).6
Gas was made in hand-fired horizontal retorts, some of which early in the 20th
century were replaced by more efficient gravity-fed vertical retorts. Windermere was
the fifth and last in Cumbria to install vertical retorts before all the old gasworks
were demolished within three decades after nationalisation. By 1974, horizontal
retorts at Milnthorpe (established 1860) were a rare survivor of that type in Britain
and had been carefully dismantled and taken, with aid from the Northern Gas
Board, to Beamish Museum, County Durham. Re-assembly has not yet occurred.7
Another example at Fakenham, Norfolk, founded in 1847, has been preserved in situ
by the Science Museum, London, just as it was when it closed, and is open to the
public on Thursdays.8
Important facts must be summarised about the last quarter-century before
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FIG. 1. Artist’s impression of Windermere Gasworks looking west. It is based on a colour photograph
taken about 1970 and in the possession of Mr S. Ravenhill. (Drawn by Jane Dyson).

Windermere gasworks was founded. As a result of the 1834 Poor Law Amendment
Act coming into effect on 6 September 1836, Undermillbeck workhouse at
Windermere closed after just six years service. On 15 October, Kendal Poor Law
Union guardians agreed a motion proposed by Thomas Ullock, Undermillbeck’s
guardian, that all redundant workhouses in the Union should be sold “with the
approbation of the Rate Payers”.9 It is clear from a minute, of 9 March 1839,
requiring two years rent for the old workhouse field to be collected and entered in
the next accounts, that Windermere ratepayers rejected the proposal. The way in
which the site was then used is uncertain because overseers’ records do not survive
after 1811, but it was still called “The Old Workhouse” on 3 February 1862, when
widow Mary Cloudsdale was buried at Bowness. Perhaps it was rented to deserving
people at favourable rates, to avoid them having to go to Kendal workhouse. On 5
October 1861 the Poor Law Board required the Kendal guardians again to seek
agreement from Undermillbeck ratepayers to sell the site.10 It was sold on 14
November 1861 to Abraham Pattinson of Bowness for £850. Aged 43, a “builder
employing 40 men & 5 boys”, he lived at Elim Grove.11 Though he soon paid ten per
cent deposit, completion was held up till 19 April 1862.12 On 11 September 1862
he, as owner, and Thomas Ullock as a Kendal Union guardian and overseer of the
poor, sold the workhouse to the new gas company.13 Both were Windermere
churchwardens in 1862.14 I have not found whether both men, as local worthies,
were also shareholders in the gasworks. Plans for the company must have been well
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FIG. 2. Extracts from Ordnance Survey 1 : 2,500 plans:
a. 1858, showing the former Undermillbeck Workhouse on plot 100, part of an eleven acre
enclosure awarded to Robert Collinson in 1822. (Westmorland sheet XXXII, 11)
b. 1911, showing the Windermere gasworks begun in 1862 on the same site.
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advanced by 8 February 1862 when the Poor Law Board agreed that, if the company
could accept the conveyance directly, Pattinson could be released from his
obligation to buy, but not otherwise. This suggests that he was well aware of the
company’s plans to use his site before he committed the bulk of his financial liability
to its purchase (Fig. 2a).
The Windermere District Gas Company was incorporated on 30 June 1862 and
bought the workhouse site ten weeks later.15 With capital of a thousand £10 shares,
they were permitted to build a gasworks to supply the three townships of
Undermillbeck, Applethwaite and Troutbeck. Gas production started on 20 May
1863 and by the year’s end 94 customers had used 787,400 cubic feet of gas. Six
cottages for workmen were built in 1865. In 1869, by the Windermere District
Waterworks Act, the company inserted “and Water” into its title to reflect an
addition to their range of service to the area. More developments produced the
compactly arranged site shown on the 1911 Ordnance Survey plan (Fig. 2b). In
1912 Windermere UDC obtained an option to buy the joint undertaking, but this
was rejected by local ratepayers. In 1920 a new Board of Directors began extensive
reconstruction of the works, no doubt as a response to the Gas Regulation Act of
that year. In 1927 they promoted a new Bill in Parliament to allow more expansion.
The UDC found grounds to object, and again obtained an option to buy the
Company. G.H. Pattinson vehemently opposed this in a printed letter of 29 January
1929 “to the electors”, setting out figures to show that the Gas and Water Company
average annual profit, from 1921-27, of £3,555 would become a loss of £3,174
(taken out of the rates) if the Council’s proposal succeeded.16 Despite this, the
Windermere Urban District Council Act of 1929 transferred the Gas and Water
Company undertaking to the Council on 1 October.
In 1933 T. W. Barratt was made consulting engineer. He recommended
discarding the old horizontal retorts in favour of new, more efficient vertical retorts
and complete reorganisation of ancillary plant. The retort contract was awarded to
Messrs. Drakes Ltd of Halifax (Appendix 6) and, after an enquiry, the Ministry of
Health sanctioned the scheme on 9 March 1934. Under Barratt’s supervision, work
began a week later. Gas-making in the new retorts began on 30 October 1934. The
old retorts closed down the same day and were demolished a few days later. More
work was awarded to Drakes under the supervision of J. N. Leckie, resident site
engineer and manager. The work included relocating the atmospheric condenser
and tower scrubber, building a third purifier, an exhauster house and a new services
building. To celebrate completion of the new plant, an inauguration ceremony was
held on 16 May 1935. Figure 1 is a view over the gasworks towards the lake. Before
studying the alterations it will be helpful to outline the basic process of making and
refining coal-gas applicable at that date.
Making coal-gas17 (Fig. 3)
In the early 20th century coal-gas was a relatively efficient means of releasing
between 70 and 85 per cent of the heating units contained in coal. By comparison,
burning coal in a fire grate would yield 15 per cent and electricity generation about
29 per cent, although the latter figures will have improved since by using closed
stoves and more efficient power stations. Coal-gas has less than half the density of
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air, does not burn in the absence of oxygen and quickly dissipates into the
atmosphere if released.18 A coal-gas and air mixture, respectively in proportions
between 1 in 5 and 1 in 15, can explode without ignition.19 Commercial gas is a
mixture of combustible gases, mainly hydrogen (50%), methane (30%), poisonous
carbon monoxide (8%) and other gases, made by the dry distillation of bituminous
coal in air-tight retorts. Inert gases, such as nitrogen, and those that hinder
combustion, like carbon dioxide, must be removed to increase thermal efficiency.
Early retorts, stoked laboriously by hand, began as horizontal iron tubes, later
improved with firebrick linings. Vertical retorts (patented in England by J. Bueb in
1904) had stronger more durable, silica refractory linings and were charged
automatically from above by gravity. Retorts were heated by producer gas made
nearby.20 In the retorts, coal was carbonised to coke by heating to as much as
1300°C. Above 800°C, mixed volatile gases passed out through an ascension pipe to
begin purification in an air-tight sequence of processors. The hot gases had to be
cooled progressively to separate out the impurities, with a view to both safety and
selling by-products. These gases first entered a hydraulic main containing water,
where some tar condensed and ran off to a tar well. Gas was cooled to about
atmospheric temperature in condensers and the liquor formed also ran to the tar
well. The gas was drawn from both the retorts and condensers by an exhaust pump
(with another as standby), which forced it on through a Livesey washer to remove
more tar by repeatedly breaking up the gas stream by passing it through gauze, and
bubbling it through ammoniacal liquor. The gas then passed to a tower scrubber
filled with coke or gravel under a constant spray of water to take out carbon dioxide
and ammonia. Rotary or static washers removed any residual ammonia as liquor,
before the gas passed through purifiers to remove sulphur compounds, particularly
poisonous and foul-smelling hydrogen sulphide. The volume of gas was measured by
the station meter before storage over water in a gas-holder. Before gas was pumped
to customers it was dried and passed through a governor (booster) to overcome
likely loss in pressure as result of distance to consumers.
The main products from making coal-gas per ton of coal used are shown in
Table 1.
TABLE 1.
Bulk products produced by carbonising coal (approximate).
Coal-gas (about 10,000 cubic feet)
Coke
Tar
Gas Liquor (without water from purifying)
21

lbs

per cent

380
1570
112
178

17
70
5
8

2240

100

Coke from the process cannot be used in blast-furnaces as it is too weak to support
the burden of iron ore and limestone that requires a harder, more compact coke
produced from caking bituminous coals. However, coke from the non-caking coals
used in gas-making satisfies many industrial needs and is a good smokeless fuel for
burning in furnaces and in domestic closed stoves, as it has little sulphur and about
90 per cent of carbon giving a high calorific value. Tar and liquor were separated in
the tar well by means of a weir so that denser tar collected on the inlet side and
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liquor, floating on top, spilled over into the next compartment. Over 60 per cent of
tar is composed of pitch (which in solution with heavy tar oils made road asphalt).
Small amounts of creosote, carbolic oil, light oils, naphtha, benzene and so on were
used in a wide range of products.22 A litre of tar liquor contained about 5 grams of
ammonia, 2.5 grams of hydrogen sulphide and lesser quantities of cyanide, phenol
and other noxious substances, all posing problems of disposal. Ammonia, distilled
with lime and absorbed by sulphuric acid, yielded ammonium sulphate, which after
drying was sold as a fertilizer amounting to 20-30 lbs per ton of coal carbonised.
Hydrogen sulphide was extracted in air-tight cast-iron purifiers by passing the gas
through gauze trays holding damp lime and hydrated iron oxide (ferric hydroxide)
that easily absorbed sulphur, leaving ferric sulphide residue.23 Over a six months
period the ferric hydroxide gradually became less able to absorb sulphur so was
removed and exposed to the atmosphere in an enclosure where oxidation
reversed the chemical reaction, leaving some free sulphur to remove and sell. The
reactivated ferric hydroxide was then reused until its sulphur content reached about
50 per cent when, as spent oxide, it was sold to make sulphuric acid. The spent lime
from the purifiers was sold as gas lime fertilizer. Recent introduction of commercial
natural gas brought far-reaching new developments that made many of the old
processes obsolete24 but these must be known if the coal-gas industry is to be
understood.

Changes at the Windermere gasworks in 193425 (Fig. 4).
(Appendix 6 provides information about the suppliers * of plant mentioned below).

Salient items of technical details must be considered. The new retort house had a
steel frame with brick infill and a Westmorland slate roof. It was built on the site of
the “old revivifying shed” and had three Drakes* Patent continuous vertical retorts
each able to process four tons of coal a day. It was set back into the solid rock of the
hillside east of it, because the key factor in positioning all the new plant was a new
coal store built immediately east of the retorts, so that a ramp used the considerable
natural ground slope to permit coal to be moved to the retorts under gravity to
reduce handling costs. Its roof allowed dry storage of 250 tons of coal.26 A new
Spencer-Bonecourt * boiler used waste gas from the retorts to give maximum steam
output when the plant was working at minimum gas throughput. A new steamdriven lift, supplied by E. A. Foulds Ltd of Colne*, was described as “one of the first
of its type to be fitted with positive locking gates” for safety. It could raise coal in 25
cwt batches to hoppers having 48 hours of storage capacity, from which retorts were
fed by gravity. Three new four-horse-power engines were installed to extract coke to
bogies that were lifted mechanically and emptied onto Drakes Zimmer-type sieving
screens which could store ten hours output of coke and divide it into four categories
while hoppers below allowed road vehicles to be loaded by gravity. Two new steamdriven exhauster pumps, designed by J. N. Leckie and made by Bryan Donkin
Ltd*27 were placed west of the retort house. With a combined capacity of 25,000
cubic feet per hour, they drew gas from the retorts and condensers and forced it on
through the refining process. Drakes supplied a third purification plant to extract
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Key to numbered features:
1. Coal store, sloping down east to west (new)
2. Hoist, for coal to be fed into retorts (new)
3. Three Drakes vertical retorts to make gas (new)
4. Producer gas plant (new)
5. Coke elevator, hoppers and screens (new)
6. Atmospheric condensers (relocated)
7. Exhauster house and two pumps (new)
8. Livesey washer for tar extraction (relocated)
9. Tower scrubber to remove ammonia (relocated)
10. 3 gas purifiers to remove H2S (two 1927, one new)
11. Oxide store (to reactivate ferric hydroxide)
12. Station meter room (1931)

13. Bowness gasholder (smallest)
14. Reserve gasholder to supply 13 & 15
15. Windermere gasholder (largest)
16. Booster pump (1931)
17. Windermere governor
18. Tar & liquor tanks (larger one new)
19. Weighbridge and site office.
20. Laboratory (new)
21. Workshops (new)
22. Stores (new)
23. Foreman’s house (plans passed 1893)
24. Six Workmen’s cottages (built 1865)

FIG. 4. Simplified, redrawn plan of the Windermere Gasworks after construction of new vertical retorts
and other works in 1934. The gas holders, workmen’s cottages and foreman’s house were not altered
during this work.
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hydrogen sulphide. Two others had been installed in 1927. Four old “water-luted”
purifiers28 were scrapped from a position between the gasholders and the booster
house. A booster pump supplied by G. Waller & Son* in 1931, and the station
meter supplied by W. C. Holmes & Co.* in 1931, were retained in situ, while a
laboratory, workshop and store unit was newly built along the western boundary.
Old plant that was retained included three gasholders, all described in the
inauguration document as of the “two-lift” type.29 (Fig. 1) The largest with 57,326
cubic feet capacity supplied Windermere and had been built by C. & W. Walker,*
with cast iron columns to guide and support its upper telescoping structure. The
smallest holder built by R & J. Dempster* held 28,480 cubic feet and supplied
Bowness only. The holder between them, built by Clayton & Sons Ltd,* stored
35,576 cubic feet of reserve gas to supply the other holders as demand in both
market areas required. Both small gasholders were of a spiral-lift type. The
atmospheric condensers were moved close to the new retorts. A Livesey washer of
200,000 cubic feet capacity a day, to extract tar, was moved from between two
gasholders, to between the new retorts and the exhauster house. A tower scrubber of
similar capacity, to remove ammonia, had stood behind two gasholders, and was
moved next to the Livesey washer. Difficulties in liquor and tar storage were
overcome by a 4,500 gallon steel tank with a weir between two compartments to
separate tar from liquor. J. Evans & Sons* supplied a 440 gallons-an-hour pump to
lift tar to an overhead tank, for gravity loading to road vehicles. A ten-ton
weighbridge was retained beside the entrance, now the entrance to Brantfell Walk,
on the left of which is the stump of a gas street-lamp marked “Ham Baker & Co.
Ltd, Engineers, Westminster”*, indicating a date after 1896 when the firm was
made a Limited Company (Appendix 6). Windermere was the fifth Cumbrian
gasworks to install vertical retorts after Carlisle, Workington, Maryport and Kendal,
not necessarily in that order (Appendix 2). All the other works continued to use
labour-intensive horizontal retorts until nationalisation and eventual closure.
Appendix 2 also allows comparisons with the other gasworks. Figures calculated
from the published statistics for 1935 suggest that established vertical retorts were
producing about 20,000 cubic feet of gas per ton of coal carbonised. Horizontal
retort values ranged from 7,670 (at Ingleton) and 9,010 (at Alston) to 16,580 (at
Keswick), while Wigton, using water gas, achieved 17,620 and Grange-over-Sands
with horizontal Tully retorts30 reached 20,230 to compete with the verticals. The
mean of the horizontal works was 13,340 cubic feet per ton of coal, showing how
effective water gas and the Tully process were in raising gas yield by more complete
gasification of coal at high temperatures.31 A wide variation in horizontal retort
figures probably reflects management practices, plant age and efficiency, and coal
quality and treatment. The Windermere figure of 13,990 must reflect production in
horizontal retorts before October 1934 and some disruption during the changeover,
for their average for 1930-34 was 14,152. In 1935-6, it was only 14,270 cubic feet
per ton, probably a result of settling-in problems with the new retorts, but then rose
to an average of 18,757 from 1937 to 1940, still below the four older vertical retort
works. Censorship then made figures useless until 1947. Using volume of gas made
per consumer, in 1935 Windermere with 29,350, despite this being its lowest figure
in the 1930s (Fig. 5), was fourth after Carlisle, Lancaster and Penrith and just ahead
of Workington. Of these the three largest towns had 105, 53 and 79 industrial
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consumers respectively. Apparently heavy industry in Carlisle and Workington had
little effect on the overall figures, for if the industrial consumers are omitted the
values increase by only 0.48% for Lancaster, 0.58% for Carlisle and 1.16% for
Workington. Whitehaven and Barrow gasworks failed to report numbers of
industrial consumers. Whereas Lancaster did not charge for street lighting,
Windermere (like most gasworks) charged the same rate as for domestic consumers,
less a small discount.32 For capital investment per consumer, Windermere (£30.36)
came second after Ambleside (£38.22) with Grange third at £25.51. The range
below this last value was £4.64 (Lancaster) to £19.76 (Appleby) with a mean for
that range of £9.59 compared to £12.01 if the three highest values are included.
Whether all higher values (as at Windermere) represented major recent
improvements in plant is a moot point beyond the scope of this article. By 1934
Windermere had 14 miles of mains, 92 clock-controlled street lights, 1072
consumers and gas production of 32,264,490 cubic feet a year.33

FIG. 5. Windermere gasworks statistics 1930-1940 to compare two periods of four years, one before and
one after the change from horizontal to vertical retorts, by: (a) volume of gas produced per ton of coal
carbonised, (b) volume of gas per customer and (c) capital per customer.

The considerable but unknown cost of the Windermere work raised their capital
outlay per consumer, shown in Fig. 5. Suitable statistics exist only for the period
1930 to 1940.34 To compare averages it is best to ignore the year in which
redevelopment occurred (1934) and the “settling-in” year (1935), so that two fouryear periods can reflect pre- and post-event figures before censorship intervened.
They indicate that the average volume of gas made rose from 34.5 to 37.35 million
cubic feet per year (8.26%) while gas volume per ton of coal carbonised rose by 28%
because the amount of coal used fell by an average 446 tons per year, a great
improvement in retort efficiency. While the average number of customers rose from
1,075 to 1,196 the volume of gas per customer fell from 32.12 to 31.21 thousand
cubic feet (–2.83%). The regular gas directory entries showing a paid-up capital of
£31,000 to 1933, changed after redevelopment to notes of an “outstanding loan
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debt” of £41,089 by 1936, and that debt accumulated until, in 1940, it was
£52,543, or £42.92 per customer. Some inhabitants might therefore have thought
the development was an unwarranted expense, even when they could not have
foreseen the limited future before nationalisation and closure of their facility.
At Windermere, the gas showroom and offices on the corner of Lake Road and
Beresford Road were reconditioned in October 1934. In September 1903, a design
for this building by Joseph Pattinson, an architect of Bowness, was submitted to
Bowness UDC by G. H. Pattinson.35 It labelled the right-hand section of the
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FIG. 6. Location of the former Gas Showroom and Offices (shaded) in Beresford Road, Bowness

northeast elevation as “Hewertson’s” over a typical shop frontage, and the other
section as “Motor & Cycle Stores” over a garage-like doorway as if indicating the
building’s intended purpose. The plan shows G. H. Pattinson’s Elim Bank property
right behind the proposed building, as if he had divided the corner plot from his
garden with the intention of developing it for Hewertson. An entry in Kelly’s
Directory (1905, 119) notes Joseph Hewertson “motor & cycle works, Lake road”,
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matching the intended use, but the 1906 volume does not include him in any of its
motor trade categories. Later volumes to 1921 note him only as “cycle maker, Lake
Road”, as if his ambition to trade in cars failed. The Inland Revenue Valuation of
1912 shows him as both the owner and occupier of the property.36 The original plan
shows that the living space upstairs was poorly arranged, but the Gas Company used
it as offices before Windermere UDC took over the company on 1 October 1929, a
use confirmed by a letterhead, dated 28 September 1929, in the correspondence of
John Lupton (Gas Company manager) to Thomas Watson (UDC clerk). Also, a
detailed inventory made the next day shows that almost £520 worth of stock, nearly
half of the Company’s total, was stored there37 (Fig. 6).
Appendix 3 shows a sample of statistics for the Windermere gasworks between
1893, the first year for which enough detail is available in gas directories, and 1929,
the last year before the format and content changed under a new publisher (note 3).
Directories were not available for 1918-27 inclusive. Sample intermediate years were
checked and generally agreed with the trends in this appendix. Figures such as
numbers of consumers, stoves, slot meters and public lamps generally increased, but
a large drop in the number of lamps between 1893 and 1900 may have resulted from
an initially high price of gas or, more likely, the introduction of brighter lights
than could be obtained from just gas flames, and therefore a need for fewer lights
to obtain a similar lighting standard. In 1906, 45 of Windermere’s 56 street lamps
were noted as being incandescent, having gas-mantles to enclose the flame and
produce far more light. They were introduced and patented by Austrian Carl
von Welsbach in 1885, an invention that enabled gas “to hold its own as a lightagent” against competition from electricity.38 Windermere’s acceptance of this
invention can be compared with other places, using published figures39 summarised
in Appendix 4.
Incandescent lamps were not mentioned before the 1905-6 volume, probably
because the questionnaire by which the publisher gathered information did not have
a suitable prompt. This might explain why, in 1906-7, Windermere seems to burst
into the statistics with no less than 80 per cent of street lights stated as incandescent
when the total number of lights had not increased for several years, suggesting that
many may have been incandescent, but not reported as such. Despite this problem,
it is clear that small towns, such as Cockermouth, Ulverston, Sedbergh and
Ambleside, all with over 30 per cent of incandescent lamps in 1905-6, led the way.
The larger towns, especially Lancaster, and to a less extent Barrow and Carlisle
show poor percentage responses, presumably because of the large number of lamps
that would need to be altered or replaced. Carlisle’s investment in the new
technology outstripped the other towns until after 1911 when Barrow rapidly
progressed, to achieve total incandescent lights by 1914, together with Windermere,
Kendal, Cockermouth, Grange, Penrith and others. Wigton made no progress in its
lighting during the whole period, and some places including Windermere (between
1908 and 1910) had temporary falls in the incandescent percentage, perhaps
because a small increase in the total number of lights was achieved by recycling old
equipment, probably in less favoured side streets.
Windermere’s drop in consumer numbers in 1929 (Appendix 3) might have
resulted from competition from electricity for cooking, heating and lighting.
However the volumes of gas made and sold, and the tonnages of coal carbonised
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and coke sold, increased steadily. The figures do not indicate whether the sale price
of coke rose in line with the price of coal. There are signs of stable market conditions
(or of inertia) in that, after an early fall in gas prices, the cost for four different user
categories stayed constant from 1900 until the 1918-27 directory gap. Regular
dividends of about 10 per cent, except during World War I, suggest that
Windermere gasworks was probably the most profitable in the region, for most other
companies paid little over half of that and some as little as 21/2 per cent or none
(Appendix 1). This may explain G. H. Pattinson’s keen opposition to the Urban
District Council’s wish to buy the Company.
Reconstructing the main elements of Windermere gasworks before 1911
(Fig. 7)
The 1911 Ordnance Survey plan and the 1934 plan of the reconstructed gasworks
layout are important sources. When these are reduced to the same scale and clear
features such as the manager’s house and six cottages, which were not altered
between the two dates, are superimposed, the northern and western boundaries also
coincide, as do other important structures, or significant parts of them, discussed
below. Despite these matching features, it is clear that other less critical details do
not quite match, such as the south and east boundaries, the road to the cottages,
their outhouses and a small building set in the site’s northeast corner.40 Orientation
errors may perhaps be explained by the north points differing by about 3 degrees. If
the O.S. plan had been the base for the 1934 plan, these differences should not have
arisen, indicating that the latter was an independent survey. They were also of very
different scales. The 1934 plan was drawn originally at an eighth-of-an-inch to a foot
(1:96, a usual scale for development plans before decimalisation) and should be at
least as reliable as the O.S. 1:1,250 plan. Where details on the plans match, they
should define changes that occurred before 1934, and also before 1911 if compared
with the 1858 O.S. 1: 2,500 plan. However, precise dates and structural details are
often not possible.
On the 1911 plan, a tiny rectangular building in the north-west corner of the site
was presumably the old workhouse privy, preserved for its obvious usefulness to
workers. As the Livesey washer was moved in 1934 from between two gasholders, it
might have been part of a small narrow structure sited just south of both small
gasholders on the 1911 plan (Fig. 7, G). The tower scrubber moved from behind
two gasholders and rebuilt between the new retorts and exhauster house, is not on
that plan, so was probably a response to the 1920 Gas Regulation Act that required
removal of all objectionable impurities including ammonia, and hydrogen sulphide.41
The weighbridge and site office were not shown in 1911 so would be later. Likewise
the oxide store (Fig. 4, 11), not shown in 1911, was surely built in 1927 when, next
to it, two new purifiers were built to extract sulphur, using ferric hydroxide which
could be reactivated by oxidizing in the atmosphere.42 As reactivating and revivifying
are synonymous, the “revivifying shed” would have served this purpose until
superseded by the oxide store, as if the ideal site for the new retorts had been
earmarked well before 1934. Both plans agree on this identical position without
error (Fig. 7, C). The 1931 station meter and booster house, (Fig. 4, no. 12 & 16)
were not moved. Four old “water-luted” purifiers made obsolete by new purifiers in
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FIG. 7. Plan of Windermere Gasworks combining detail from the 1858 Ordnance Survey 1:2,500;
1911 O.S. 1:1,250 and the 1934 Windermere UDC plan (1:96) brought to a common scale. A:
Manager’s house built 1893, washhouse 1906; B: Six workmen’s cottages, built 1865; C: Vertical retort
house, built 1934 on site of old revivifying shed; D: part of Workhouse, built 1829, probably the site of
the first horizontal retorts installed 1862; E: part of extended horizontal retort house, site of station
meter and booster pump both installed 1931; F: former position of “water-luted” purifiers, removed
1934; G: former position of Livesey washer, relocated 1934.

1927, were scrapped in 1934. They had stood between the gas holders and booster
house, so would have been in the building (Fig. 7, F) in that position on the 1911
plan (Fig. 2b) on which dashed lines suggest that its east and west sides were open.
Both plans show all three gasholders, but Fig. 7 shows obvious differences over
their exact position and size. The centres apparently lay near a common line, which
I drew on the figure for clarity. As the largest holder was supported by six cast-iron
columns, which would be fairly easy to locate in a survey, it is not surprising that it
shows the least discrepancy in position and size. However, it shows a probable
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surveying error that seems to increase north-westwards. The western holder shows
the most difference in position, but its diameter was similar to the middle holder.
Approximate diameters, scaled from the plans, are shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2.
Approximate diameters of Windermere gasholders in 1911 and 1934.
Holder
Bowness (western)
Storage (middle)
Windermere (eastern)

Measured approx. maximum diameters
O.S., 1911
WUDC, 1934
30 ft
30 ft
48 ft

40 ft
40 ft
52 ft

The ten feet difference in diameters of the small holders is unlikely to result from
surveying difficulties posed by large circular structures whose centres could not be
accessed. Short of climbing on top of each holder, the diameters would be found by
measuring the circumference and dividing by pi (3.142), or by setting out a
geometrical construction (Appendix 5). The small holders had no corners, straight
sides or columns that could be readily located and measured. Despite this, the size
differences of both the small holders suggests rebuilding. This would be a costly
operation for slight gain unless their predecessors were unsafe, in poor condition or
were of a single-lift type and were replaced to increase capacity. This would be after
1911, probably 1920, after the disruption of World War I had subsided, gas
purification work was needed to meet Gas Regulation Act requirements and a new
Board of Directors was in place.
The fact that all three gasholders were supplied by different firms suggests that
they were built, one by one, as trade developed and finance permitted, but their
order of erection must be considered in the light of comments made by reputable
industrial archaeology authors in the 1970s. Neil Cossons cited Fulham gasholders
to state that “. . . early gasholders consisted of inverted ‘bells’ supported by gas
pressure and sealed by water at the bottom. Later, several sections of cylinder were
telescoped one within another, a huge frame of cast-iron pillars and lattice girders
acting as a support and guide”.43 He noted that, “Later gasholders dispensed with
the fixed guides on pillars, and worked with spiral rails on the side of each
telescoping section or ‘lift’”. This view was also held by Buchanan and Hudson,44
suggesting that spiral lifting was a more sophisticated (perhaps more economic) way
of enabling telescoping sections to move. The largest holder at Windermere, with
columns and lattice girders should therefore be earlier than both neighbours and
reasons must be found to decide whether this was so. It may be noted here that, in
1906, Messrs Clayton & Son claimed that they were “The original makers of Spiral
Guided Gasholders”.45 In spiral lifts, the depth of each lift was usually about a
quarter of the diameter (and should not be less than a seventh of it) to avoid tilting.46
The 1911 plan has both small gasholders in a shallow quarry, not shown on the
1858 O.S. plan. If its omission was an oversight, the quarry probably dated from
when stone for building the workhouse was obtained by levelling the site for its
foundations as per contract in 1829.47 In any case, the quarry pre-dated both
holders, for they were built in it. As the foundation of the largest holder is shown
lying in the manner of a geological unconformity across the eastern end of the
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quarry, that holder must be later than the others. Also the top of its foundation
would have been over ten feet higher than the quarry floor if the flight of twenty
steps on the 1934 plan had merely six-inch risers.48 From the quarry level the
original ground slope increased rapidly south-eastwards. The slope on the site’s
north side was less steep, but it would be illogical to build a large holder straddling
the quarry edge in such a high position unless both original small holders were
already on the more favourable quarry-floor. A dominant holder constructed so near
the six cottages after they had been built in 1865 suggests a distinct necessity caused
by there being no better space left on the restricted 1.32 acre site. Before reconciling
the Windermere site evidence with the three authors’ findings noted above, the
position of the horizontal retort house must be decided, as it is the last vital element
of the pre-1934 gasworks yet to be identified.
The 1911 plan shows a long building divided into five unequal compartments,
aligned east-west in the middle of the site. The two western sections occupied
exactly the same position as the front block of the former workhouse (Fig. 7, D),
perhaps reusing its foundations and flagstone floor and possibly its walls. It became
extended much further east to total 120 feet, but had the 30 feet width of the
workhouse. The most easterly compartment apparently became just an unroofed
compound by 192849 and from 1931 it housed the station meter and mains pressure
booster (Fig. 7, E). The large (middle) compartment has a dashed line outside its
south wall, suggesting that a long pent roof probably sheltered wide doorways. This
could be the fuelling bay of the retort house. In horizontal retorts charges of 2 cwts
would be well roasted in about four hours (or 31/2 cwts in six hours),50 after which
the retort door would be carefully opened to allow a slight leakage of gas to be
ignited to avoid a much greater explosion if the door was fully opened too quickly.
Red-hot coke was drawn with a coke rake onto an iron coke barrow, making clouds
of smoke billow from the retort towards a louver in the roof, because the hot coke
ignited tarry deposits round the retort mouth. When the barrow was about half-full,
its coke was quenched with a few buckets of water before drawing was completed.
The coke was wheeled to stock to await sale. The coal was probably piled in the yard
(as in a photograph of Milnthorpe gasworks)51 and was loaded on a charging barrow
and wheeled into the fuel bay to await use. Until the floor of the retort was evenly
covered, coal would be thrown into the retort with a charging shovel (having a
parallel-sided blade and a straight handle). This caused more sooty smoke and
flames as coal hit the hot lining before the retort was closed. Wide doorways gave
easy movement for barrows and other equipment and admitted fresh air for
workmen on a hot, dirty job.52 If the old retorts were in this building, gas-making
may have had minimum interruption from the 1934 alterations, especially since the
oxide store was in use from 1927. In 1934 the fuel bay site was reused to
accommodate a large new tar and liquor tank (Fig. 4, 18b) that would be installed
soon after the old retorts were demolished. Thus the old tar well (Fig. 4, 18a) would
continue in service for some time and was the inadequate well that caused previous
storage problems.
This interpretation suggests that, for economy in building costs, the original
gasworks probably had its first set of horizontal retorts in or on the remains of the
former workhouse. They were probably stoked from the east end,53 perhaps without
much shelter from weather until developments added more retorts further east, with
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a combined fuelling bay created between them. The second set or “bench” of retorts
was probably added within a few years because, as with Milnthorpe’s retorts,
firebricks and the entire construction had to be totally renewed every seven or eight
years and it would be unacceptable if there was no second bench of retorts to
maintain gas output during renewal down-times.54 On its site near the former
workhouse (and the first retorts), the western gasholder was probably built first,
followed soon by the middle holder when the second bench of retorts was built.55
This would explain why the Livesey washer was first sited between the two holders
and that retort house. Increasing demand from Windermere’s rapid population
growth in the late 19th century56 would require the third holder, so that the original
one could supply just Bowness (to which it must have been connected at the start)
and the middle holder could become a store to meet gas demand fluctuations. The
1934 plan shows a booster pump on only the Windermere main, probably because
of the greater distance to that market.
It is possible that the original Windermere gasworks was no more sophisticated
than Milnthorpe with a retort house about the size of a small two-storey house with
a single-lift gasholder, 30 feet in diameter.57 While Milnthorpe’s initial capital was
250 shares at £5 each, Windermere’s £10,000 capital would give much more
freedom to develop the water supply part of the company from 1869 and meet rising
gas demand with a second holder and more horizontal retorts early in its history,
followed by the large holder. The site’s limited area would ensure that further gas
demand could be met only by enlarging the small holders. This could be done in
two ways, firstly, by increasing their diameter by as much as safety and working
space allowed. Thus after 1911, the gap between them was reduced from about 22
feet to just five. If the west face of the quarry was as near as shown on the 1911 plan,
there was room to extend the western holder eastwards (Fig. 7), which may have
interfered with the Livesey washer. Secondly, both could be rebuilt as two-lift
holders. As they had spiral-lifting, this two-fold conversion was probably after 1911
(and later than the largest holder) most likely in 1920. An achievable economy in
this would be to retain established pipework intact, and just extend the existing
foundation as far as necessary. This would not affect the old inlet and outlet gas
pipes’ function wherever they were located in the holder’s former plan. Fig. 7
appears to indicate that part of the rear face of the old quarry was trimmed back
slightly to accommodate the enlarged middle holder which was set equidistant from
the other two. These development stages agree with the view that spiral holders
came later than those with supporting columns, but advertisements in gas
periodicals show that the latter were still being installed long after spiral lifting was
introduced. Having studied the physical evidence for the layout, working and
development of Windermere gasworks, the employees need to be considered.
Some Gas Workers
The six cottages built in 1865 for workmen, were checked in the decennial censuses
from 1871 to 1901 and revealed unexpected results. In 1871 eight gasworks cottages
were listed, of which one housed two families. Gas fitter Richard Morgan, aged 43
from Birmingham, lived in one with his wife Mary (33, from Llansannan,
Denbighshire), two daughters Charlotte (dressmaker, 18) and Hannah (milliner, 16),
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both born in Dudley, and a nephew William Slack (7, born in Manchester). Another
was occupied by gasworks stoker Thomas Airey, 36, from Kendal and his wife
Mary (28, of Pennybridge) with children John (8), Mark (6), Robert S. (4)58 and
Sarah (1) all born in Bowness, together with Thomas’s brother, Henry Airey (single,
27, labourer), and plumber William Walker (nephew, 24, born in Liverpool). The
other six houses were occupied by a mason’s labourer; the master of a Windermere
steamboat; a joiner; a musician/labourer; a painter and a tailor sharing a house with
their wives and three little children; and coach trimmer William H. Saul59 with his
wife, four children and two lodgers (Thomas W. Rowell, 44, coach maker of
Newcastle-on-Tyne) and William Sisson (40, blacksmith, from Penrith). Perhaps
they worked for Edward Deason, master coachbuilder of Windermere.60 Two more
gas workers were in the census: gas fitter James Glover, 31 of Croston, (near
Ormskirk) and wife Caroline (26, of Manchester) lived in Fairfield Cottage with
children Caroline (5), Lydia (3) and Ellen (2), all born in Liverpool, and Martha
(six months, born in Bowness). Though new to the area, the family must have
noticed that few gasworks houses were occupied by employees. Another gas
fitter, John A. Pattinson (16, of Bowness) lived in Elim Grove with his father
Thomas (42, a stonemason from Ambleside), mother Jane (41 from Penrith) and
four siblings George H. (14, stonemason), Abraham (12), Joseph (11) and Thomas
W. (1).
By 1881, Richard Morgan’s daughters had left home and he was the “Manager,
Gas & Water Works” living with his wife and nephew William A. Slack (17, “Gas &
Water Clerk)”.61 Stoker Thomas Airey was still there with his wife and five children,
including Thomas (7). His eldest son John was by then a plumber and gas fitter’s
apprentice aged 18. A third cottage housed plumber and gas fitter John S. Rylands
(25, of Liverpool), Hannah his wife (24, of London) and family, Hannah (3, born at
Askham-in-Furness), Thomas (1) and Sarah (3 months) both born in Undermillbeck. The other four cottages were occupied by the same musician; a hotel porter; a
general labourer; and the coach trimmer Saul, whose eldest son Joseph (16) was a
coach painter’s apprentice. A coach smith Andrew Murray (32, from Dumfries) and
a house painter lived in another part of the same house.
In 1891, of five recorded gasworks cottages, stoker Thomas Airey and his wife
were still there with their youngest son Thomas (17, a draper’s apprentice). A
second housed gas stoker James Bispham62 (35, from Milnthorpe), his wife Sarah
(45, from Kirkby Stephen), sons George (7) and James Henry (6), plus [? step-]
daughter Elizabeth Martindale (25, a servant,) and [? step-]son Robert Martindale
(17, apprentice painter) all of Bowness. The other three cottages housed a plumber;
a coachman/groom; and a seamstress widow’s family. One cottage was empty. The
“Gas & Water Manager” was Joseph B. Fenwick (37, of Long Benton, Northumberland) living with his wife Elizabeth (36, from Eaydon, Northumberland) and
children Elizabeth (10, born at Jarrow), Joseph (8, born at South Shields), Mary (4)
and George (2) both born at Windermere. Their house was not listed with the gas
works cottages, but was still called “The Gas Works”. As it was listed between three
households at Brantfield, just to the south of the gasworks and three called Langrigg
Cottages, immediately north of it, perhaps it was a forerunner of the house labelled
“Foreman’s House” on the 1934 gasworks plan and may have made up two of the
eight gasworks houses in the 1871 census. The manager/foreman’s house is now
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called The Mount, the older parts of which match plans for a “Proposed House for
Windermere Gas Works” endorsed “Passed in 1893”.63 A wash house designed by
Joseph Pattinson was added to the north-east corner of the outside toilet/coal house
in 1906. The Mount was expertly extended in 2004, preserving the original
house features, but all the outhouses behind were replaced by modern domestic
accommodation.
In 1901 five gasworks cottages were occupied. James Bispham “gas worker”, his
wife and two sons were still there. The seamstress’s son was in another and new
people were in two more. In the fifth, joiner Robert S. Airey (34, born in Bowness)
lived with his wife and two daughters. Apparently he had moved back to his old
family home, as he was a four-year-old there in 1871. No trace was found of his
father, mother and youngest brother who lived there in 1891. Three more gas
workers are in the 1901 census. Frederick Scott (15), “Gas & Water Works
(Clerk)”, the youngest of four children, lived in Bank Road with his cabinet-maker
father Thomas Scott (63, from Kendal) and mother Anne (55, of Langdale). The
other two were George Balme (26) and William Balme (24) the oldest by far of six
offspring living at Pear Tree Cottage with their mother Sarah Balme (widow,
charwoman, 44, of Kendal). In the same house were four lodgers; Thomas Heaton,
coach maker’s artist (22, born at Stanbury, Yorks.), Alfred Miller, coach trimmer
(22, from Preston), John Carruthers, coach painter (26, from Scotland) and William
Harrison, blacksmith (19, born in Patterdale).
In 36 years after the cottages were built, most were not occupied by employees
and, with some workers living elsewhere in Windermere and Bowness, gives an
impression that the labour force was a manager, a clerk, a few stokers, a couple of
plumbers and a few unrecorded labourers. If men were employed for under ten
years, censuses might miss them. In 1929, there were 22 workers in the dual utility,64
but the sections were not separated. Kelly’s 1873 Directory noted Westmorland’s
only gas fitters as Airey and Tanner of Windermere, Bowness and Kendal,65 but
listed fifteen in Cumberland. At Bowness, Richard Morgan (the 1871 gas fitter) had
become gasworks manager, with James Ridley as honorary secretary. In 1894,
Kelly’s listed gas fitters Philip Musgrave of Main Road and Broad St., Windermere;
and Thomas Russell of Merton House, Lake Road, Bowness. Gas industry
directories66 name senior personnel of most gas works. Windermere entries yielded
results summarised in Table 3.

Nationalisation and conclusions
A measure of progress at Windermere gasworks under Urban District Council
control is seen in some published gas statistics showing that, in 1948, 3,200 tons of
coal were carbonised to make 53 million cubic feet of gas for 1,316 customers and
39 non-domestic users.71 Post-1948 history can be outlined. Nationalisation on 1
May 1949 created the North Western Gas Board, which brought together 103 gas
organisations in an area reaching from Whitchurch (Shropshire) to Grasmere, so
that complex problems would face those rationalising so many scattered, diverse
units.72 These included Millom and the North Lonsdale and Westmorland works
(except Kirkby Stephen and Appleby which, with all Cumberland gasworks north
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TABLE 3.
Summary of recorded service of senior personnel at Windermere gasworks.
Engineer (E.), Manager (M.), Secretary (S.)
Richard Morgan
Fitter 1871 (C); M. 1873 (K); 1881 (C); 1882-87 (G) /. (note 61)
Joseph B. Fenwick
M. 1891 (C); 1888-91 (G)
John Duxbury67
E.M. 1906, 1910, 1914 (K); 1893-1917 (G)
John Lupton
M.S. 1930, (K); E.M. 1934 (K); 1928-34 (G) /.
James Napier Leckie
E.M. 1934-49 (G) /. {not in post-nationalisation directories}
Secretary (only)
James Ridley
M. J. Parsons
J. T. Bownass68
George Gatey junr69
Thomas Watson

1873 (K)
1877 (G)
1900, 1910 (K); (1893, 1894), 1888-89, 1895-1913 (G) /.
1914, 1921 (K); 1914-1917 (G) {no gas directories 1918-27}
1929-49 {as Clerk to Windermere UDC}

Chairman
G. H. Puckle70
James Wrigley
J. A. Pattinson

1888-1905 (G) /.
1906-1917 (G) {no gas directories 1918-27}
1928-29 (G)

Notes: G = Gas directories; K = Kelly’s directories; C= censuses; / end

from Seascale, became parts of the Northern Gas Board). As Windermere gasworks
was such a small part of the North Western Board, relevant facts are scarce, but a
succession of key developments can be gleaned from the Board’s annual reports and
Gas Journal directories.73 The 1953 directory has a map showing all the works as
separate gas-producing sites. From 1954-59, dotted lines on the maps indicated
pipe-laying works in progress to join individual works into groups. Those making gas
were shown by a symbol ● while satellite gasholders like Staveley, supplied from
Kendal, were shown by ●. By 1960, Windermere and Ambleside, both shown as
making gas, were linked by a main. To the south two large groups had been created,
each with a major gas-producing plant and mains to supply satellite holders. Thus
the gasworks at White Lund (SD 44 62, Morecambe) supplied gasholders at
Lancaster; Westgate (just west of White Lund); and Carnforth, from where a branch
pipeline ran to Sedbergh via Kirkby Lonsdale, with a second branch to Ingleton via
Bentham. The other main gas-producing plant at Barrow supplied holders at
Ulverston, Dalton, Hindpool and Millom; while Kendal, Milnthorpe and Grange
were still actively producing gas.
By 31 March 1962, Kendal had been linked to the pipeline joining Windermere
and Ambleside, but Staveley had lost its gasholder a year earlier, no doubt as the
new pipe from Kendal passed it. By 31 March 1964 Windermere and Ambleside
had been reduced to just gasholders supplied from Kendal.
In 1965 natural gas was found in the West Sole field in the North Sea, so that
production of town gas would inevitably decline and high-pressure mains would be
needed. Thus, while Kendal, Milnthorpe and Grange were still producing town gas,
by 31 March 1967, they were being joined to White Lund by new mains. By 1968
Grange and Milnthorpe were linked by an 8 inch high-pressure steel main to join a
similar 12 inch main from Kendal to White Lund. This development was completed
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by March 1969 so that all three sites were reduced to having only gasholders.
Eventually high-pressure mains made most of the area’s gasholders redundant. By
1972 a high-pressure main had been completed to join Barrow (and its satellites) to
the White Lund network and the whole system was linked by an 18 inch main, via
Garstang to Partington (near Altrincham), a major focus of the new regional
network.
Details from gas directories make it clear that downsizing at Windermere began
shortly before the discovery of natural gas and that the move towards high-pressure
mains made it inevitable that even gas storage would cease, though that was perhaps
not obvious to outsiders at the time. Downsizing also included the gradual sale of all
six gasworks cottages at Windermere between 1966 and 1984,74 a process spanning
the next administrative upheaval. By the 1972 Gas Act, the remaining site was
vested in the British Gas Corporation on 1 January 1973, followed by the 1986 Gas
Act that passed ownership to British Gas plc on 24 August 1986.75 The privatised
company sold what was left at Windermere into private hands and the site lay
derelict for several years before it was reclaimed, at considerable cost, for
redevelopment into an attractive estate of seven detached houses in Brantfell Walk,
first occupied in 2001. There is an older modern house sited between the former
workmen’s cottages and the former manager’s house (now “The Mount” already
described).
While this study provides an overall framework for the history of the Windermere
Gasworks, there are significant gaps in the available information. The only relevant
document found at the National Gas Archive is the epitome of title for The Mount
drawn up in 1989, before it was sold for private occupation, and no Gas Company
records for the period prior to 1929 have been found, other than detail in the 1935
brochure. This and the gas directories show that records did exist but, if they did
survive, their location is unknown, perhaps in a solicitor’s vault. Details from other
sources were helpful. The Census returns not only identified names and ages of
employees and their families, but also a wide scatter of places where parents and
children were born, giving clues to humble careers. They reveal considerable
population mobility which might be expected when workers in trades new to an area
were needed.76 Trade directories and local authority building control plans gave
helpful details, while fieldwork filled in matters that documents are unlikely to
mention. Clearly there is scope for more research as there are more than thirty more
gasworks deserving study in the area, especially since a major effect of developing
North Sea gas, followed by privatisation, has been to turn most local gas works into
industrial archaeology sites ripe for redevelopment with consequent destruction of
much of their physical evidence, as with the subject of this study.
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could be increased by 50%, while vertical retorts could double it. (see later text and Appendix 2).
There were well over a hundred by-products including naphtha used in moth balls, and as a rubber
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solvent by Mackintosh in the production of raincoats; saccharin, aspirin, oil of wintergreen; nearly
every flower scent and the “M & B 693” scents; flavourings including vanilla, almond, cinnamon,
thyme; toluene for explosives; carbon for arc lamps and pencils; coal tar for medicines and shampoos;
synthetic resins for many purposes including buttons and buckles; paints, varnishes and antiseptics to
name but a few. Many are now discontinued for health and safety reasons, or superseded by better
methods and products.
Ferric hydroxide (bog iron ore). 2Fe (OH)3 + 3 H2S = 6H2O + Fe2 S3 (ferric sulphide). Every week,
trays in the purifier were rotated by taking out the bottom tray, moving the others down in sequence
and replacing the former bottom tray into the top position. (Information from Beamish Museum).
Natural gas often contains higher paraffins, usually extracted at the production site as natural gas
liquid that can be separated into fractions such as hexane, pentane and butane etc. Nitrogen and
carbon dioxide reduce the heating value of gas so must be removed. Hydrogen sulphide is removed
using ethanolamine. Water vapour has to be removed by condensing it in a sequence of gas coolings
and compressions and, if this produces gas hydrates, they must be removed by injecting a glycol
solution into the process stream. Thus modern purifying is very different from that used for coal-gas.
(Based on Enc. Brit. (2002) 21, 530).
This section draws material from CRO(K), WSUD/W, Acc. 2212.
The retort firebricks were supplied by Messrs John Morton & Co., of Thornton near Bradford.
R. A. Buchanan, Industrial Archaeology in Britain (1974), 341 notes that “The rotary-action gas
exhauster was developed by Beale in 1848 and improved subsequently by the firms of Donkin and
Waller”. Perhaps Leckie’s design made a significant contribution to Donkin’s lasting reputation.
Luted: not in Shorter OED, but since “abluted” means “washed away”, luted implies that harmful
impurities in the gas were washed with water to achieve their separation before disposal or use.
The 1934 plan actually shows the Bowness holder drawn with only two full circles rather than three for
each of the other two. This could indicate only a single-lift holder, perhaps explaining its smaller
volume compared to the middle holder. However the brochure text states that it was a two-lift.
Tully retorts were named after Cornelius Britisse Tully, born in London in 1861, who started work as
an assistant to his father in the London Gas Company. He developed a process to enrich gas with
methane by injecting tar into the incandescent fuel in a water gas generator. The resulting gas was
passed though a column of coke to filter off the pitch and carbon impurities created by the process. In
1919 he set up the Newark Tully Gas Plants Co. Ltd at Millgate, Newark-on-Trent. His most
innovative achievements were his improvements in the water gas process. In 1924 the company went
into voluntary liquidation, but was revived as Tully Sons & Co. Ltd and carried on by his sons and
grandsons. His process was used in many places as scattered as Truro, Jersey, Guernsey, Carmarthen
and Wick (also at Egremont and Grange-over-Sands). Information kindly provided by Chris Scott of
Beamish Museum using the Newark Advertiser. The Gas Journal Directory (1935, p. A40) has a good
photograph of a patent mechanically operated Tully Gas Plant with a waste heat boiler for the one
stage gasification of coal (with other details).
For a technical discussion of water gas production see Encyclopaedia Britannica (1970), 10, 9-10.
Interestingly, in 1900 Kendal charged 31s. a year of 3,155 hours for each (ordinary single-burner) street
lamp, but 2s. 7d. per 1,000 cubic feet for each high powered (multi-burner) light.
CRO(K), WSUD/W, Acc. 2212. The volume suggests that the plant was working far below capacity,
as three retorts each processing 4 tons of coal a day (at 14,000 cubic feet per ton) might yield 60
million cubic feet of gas per year, but this would be reduced by down-time for repairs etc.
After Walter King & Co. began publishing a new series of the Gas Journal Calendar & Directory and
before war-time censorship intervened. Figures for 1930 were published in 1931and so on.
CRO(K), WSUD/B, plan 348. Joseph Pattinson had designed St John the Evangelist church,
Windermere in 1886, built for £4,800, in the Early English style. Kelly’s Directory (1906).
CRO(K), WT/DV/2/2/26, plot 343 on Westmorland sheet XXXII, 11 NE. xxxx
CRO(K), WSUD/W, box 13, correspondence; and valuation of “Stocks and Store of Materials”.
C. Singer et al (as note 2) p., 274. Mantles were made of textile fabric saturated in a solution of rare
metallic salts, thorium nitrate (99%) and cerium nitrate (1%). The fabric was then burnt away leaving
the metal oxides as a skeleton that could achieve brilliant incandescence by the heat of gas burning
inside the mantle (reference as note 1).
The Gas Works Directory (1904-5), 423 (note 3) advertised the “Welsbach self-intensifying Kern
burner” as being 300 candle power per burner, the “most economic & efficient system on the market”
with “over 500 in use in Newcastle-on-Tyne”. The address of The Welsbach Incandescent Gas Light
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Co. Ltd. was Palmer Street, Westminster. Competing advertisers included Moffat Ltd. of 155
Farringdon Road, EC1 and the New Export Incandescent Lighting Co. Ltd. of 36 Mansell Street,
London E1 (pp. 428, 429).
This building was replaced in the 1980s. In 1911 a beck flowed only as far as its north-east corner but
the 1858 O.S. plan (Fig. 2a) shows that it must have been diverted to do so. It passes underground there
as if it was the gasworks water supply. The building might have been used to pump water to the houses.
The Act also required gas prices to be based on its declared and attested heating value, and that a
pressure of at least two inches water gauge in pipes of two inches or more diameter should be
maintained .
This site, close to the old “water-luted” purifiers, would need minimum adjustment of existing pipe
work.
N. Cossons, BP Book of Industrial Archaeology (1975), 300-2. He called the No. 3 gasholder at Fulham
a “fine early example of ornate iron framing”. He also noted that Biggar gasworks in Lanarkshire (NT
039 077) was small with hand-fired retorts and one gasholder (like Milnthorpe). His plate 60 shows
stoking of the horizontal retorts at Girvan gasworks in Ayrshire. An impressive Fulham iron-framed
gasholder is illustrated in R. A. Buchanan, Industrial Archaeology in Britain (1974), plate 79.
R. A. Buchanan, ibid., 341-2 ; J. K. Hudson, Fieldwork in Industrial Archaeology (1975), 41.
Advertisement in a Directory of Gas Undertakings (1906), xi. (see note 3)
Gas Journal Directory (1958), handbook section p. H 69. (see note 3)
B. Tyson, “Windermere paupers . . . and the Undermilbeck Workhouse (1829)”, CW3, vi, 113-137,
based on building account payments to T. Battersby, who won the stone-getting contract: CRO(K),
WPR/61/O2 .
Twenty steps are clearly drawn on the 1:96 scale 1934 plan, but the O.S. 1911 plan only sketches
them.
The loss of the roof is suggested by the absence of diagonal shading on the Company’s plan of
intended water mains in 1928 (CRO(K), WQ/R/DP/121), as compared to the shading on the 1911
O.S. plan.
Information kindly provided by Chris. Scott (Beamish Museum) about the Milnthorpe horizontal
retorts. cwts = hundredweights of 112 pounds; 20 cwts per ton.
R. K. Bingham, The Chronicles of Milnthorpe (1987), 169.
When Fakenham gasworks closed and men were offered work to help set it up as a museum and act as
guides, apparently they refused saying they were “not prepared to work any longer in that hell-hole”, a
cameo provided by one of the Fakenham museum supporters.
Where there was ample room to work. The west end of the building was too near the property
boundary to allow enough working space.
Based on information from an inspection report kindly provided by Beamish Museum.
This sequence could point to the origins of a pair of gas pipes leading to and from the eastern section
of the horizontal retort house to the middle holder on Fig. 4.
O. M. Westall, Windermere in the Nineteenth Century (1976), 19-59, CNWRS, Occasional papers 1.
Bingham (note 51). Milnthorpe’s holder became spiral-lift. Diameter scaled off O.S. 1898, 1: 2,500
plan.
This Robert Airey will be referred to later.
Coach trimmer William Holme Saul was buried at Bowness Old Cemetery on 19 January 1885 aged
63, after his wife Elizabeth had been buried there on 25 May 1882 aged 49.
The 1861 census notes Deason’s trade and that he was 25, from Ulverston and living at 10 Victoria
Street with his wife Agnes (27, from Rydal), daughter Margaret (1), Anne Frankland (servant, 12) and
a lodger William Barns, coach smith. Directories show Deason there for many years.
Richard Morgan was still “Gas Manager” in 1887 but was buried on 20 March, aged 59. His widow
Mary of Crown Villas, where she let out quality apartments, was buried on 15 October 1893 aged 57.
Bowness Old Cemetery register; Kelly’s 1894 Directory, clearly not quite up to date.
James Bispham “Retired Gas Works Stoker” of 1 North Terrace, Windermere, was buried on 20
March 1933, aged 77, after his wife Sarah, of Brantfell Cottages, had been buried on 23 May 1909,
aged 61.
CRO(K), WSUD/B, plan 102; wash house WSUD/W2, plan 30.
CRO(K), WDX/1519, G.H. Pattinson’s open letter to the Windermere electors, 1929.
In 1894, Jacob Rawes Tanner was at 54, Stramongate, Kendal so might have been in the 1873 pairing.
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Gas Directories (see note 3) at Bodleian Library.
John Duxbury “retired gas manager” of Sunbeam Cottage, was buried 9 October 1934 aged 80. His
wife Mary died at St Mary’s Hospital, Manchester and was buried at Bowness, on 22 February 1934,
aged 73.
J. T. Bownass was a solicitor whose office was in Bowness market place (plot 323 on the Inland
Revenue Valuation map, 1912), identified from CRO(K), WSUD/W2, plan 197. In 1902-4 gas
directories had a J. I. Borman as secretary, probably because the handwriting on the information
questionnaire returned to the publishers was hard to read. Likewise in 1893 and 1894 the gas
directories name John Titherington as secretary probably because they mistook his surname Bownass
as the place-name. This is clarified by the burial of John Titterington Bownass “retired solicitor” of
Grove House, Lake Road, on 11 April 1931, aged 82; and his widow Bessie soon followed on 25
September 1931, aged 81. The 1851 Undermillbeck census lists him as aged 2 with a younger brother
William (8 months) both born at Bowness. The parents were William Bownass (37) hotel keeper and
farmer of 300 acres, born at Middleton-in-Lonsdale and his wife Jane (37), born at Bentham (Y) near
Lancaster. Also in the house were the husband’s brother Robert Bownass (20, single, book-keeper),
and sister-in-law Mary Titterington (24, single, barmaid). This detail suggests that the solicitor’s
middle name was his mother’s maiden name. Two William Bownasses were born at Middleton in
1814, but I have not been able to prove which of the two was the solicitor’s father.
The Gatey family were also Windermere solicitors.
Directories show that in 1873, George Hale Puckle, M.A., J.P., was of “The College”, Windermere.
But he moved to “Nine Oaks” by 1885 where by 1894 he became a Deputy Lord Lieutenant of
Westmorland.
Gas Journal Directory (1949), (see note 3). The volume of gas suggests that the plant was working very
efficiently at about 88% of its capacity (see note 33 for comparison).
Anon, Gas in the Northwest, 1949-1994 (1994) charts Gas Board developments during the period of
nationalisation. Copy in Kendal Library, local studies collection (reference/621.324).
North Western Gas Board, Annual Reports, (1964-69). Copies at Kendal Library, local studies. And
Gas Journal directories, 1950-72, (see note 3).
National Gas Archive, Epitome of Title of British Gas to freehold land known as The Mount, Brantfell
Road, Bowness-on-Windermere, 1989, prepared by P. R. Smith, solicitor, Altrincham. A copy has
been deposited at CRO(K), WDX/930.
Whitaker’s Almanack (2001), 508.
This also happened when Whitehaven developed rapidly in the late 17th century and when Welsh and
Cornish miners were employed in Cumbrian copper, iron and coal mines in the 19th century, and
also, incidentally, with coach building revealed in this article using the Windermere census returns.
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APPENDIX 1
A summary of Cumbrian and neighbouring gasworks.
Main source: Gas . . . Directory (1891), Hazell, Watson & Viney, London. (note 3)
Notes: Works not in modern Cumbria are marked (L) = Lancashire and (Y) = Yorkshire.
In Company names: G = Gas; W = Water; L = Light; C = Coal; Ck = Coke; Lm = Lime; U = United; D
= District. * = Limited Company. ––– no information found. Corp . . . or UDC . . . = date acquired by
town Corporation or post-1894 Urban District Council . . . UDC = date acquired first by a Local Board,
transferred to UDC in 1894. Acquisition detail and dates from Gas Works Directory & Statistics (1930),
published by Heywood & Co., London. Arnside (note b) from several Hazel, Watson & Viney volumes.
Place

Alston
*Ambleside
Appleby
Arlecdon & Frizington (a)
Arnside (b)
Askham in-Furness (c)
Aspatria GL
Barrow-in-Furness GW
*Bentham G (Y)
*Brampton GLCk
*Burton-in-Kendal (d)
Carlisle GW
*Carnforth & Warton (L)
*Cleator Moor
*Cockermouth
Dalton-in-Furness (e)
Egremont
Grange & Cartmel DGW
Harrington
Ingleton G (Y)
Kendal GW
*Keswick G
Kirkby Lonsdale G
*Kirkby Stephen G
Lancaster (L)
Longtown GC (f)
Maryport
Millom GW
*Milnthorpe GCCkLm
Morecambe (L)
Penrith
*St Bees G
Seascale G (g)
*Sedbergh (h)
Silloth (j)
Ulverston GW
*Whitehaven U. G
Wigton GLCk
Windermere DGW
Workington

Foundation
Date

Paid up
Total Share
Capital (£)

Dividend
(%)

Total loan
Capital
Issued (£)

Population
Served
(approx)

1842
1866
[1837]
[c.1910]
–––
–––
1859
1863
1888
1836
[1863]
1819
1871
1871
1834
[1853]
1853
1866
1866
–––
1825
1845
1850
1864
1826
1855
1866
1875
1860
1858
1830
1864
1906
1851
[c.1861]
1874
1830
[1833]
1862
1840

850
12,000
3,500
–––
–––
–––
1,500
–––
1,500
3,000
1,100
–––
10,000
12,500
–––
–––
5,590
7,690
2,500
–––
37,600
9,750
2,800
4,000
–––
1,200
–––
–––
2,000
17,388
–––
1,998
5,000
1,200
–––
–––
–––
5,160
12,660
–––

6
7
5
–––
–––
–––
–––
–––
–––
5
21/2
–––
10
41/2, 6
–––
–––
–––
4
–––
–––
71/2, 8
81/2
61/2
5
–––
5
–––
–––
–––
7/2
–––
5
–––
6
–––
–––
–––
–––
10
–––

–––
600
–––
8,500
–––
–––
–––
88,536
–––
–––
–––
99,440
–––
–––
19,000
–––
–––
–––
–––
–––
5,800
–––
–––
–––
115,000
–––
34,000
32,820
–––
5,000
24,000
–––
–––
–––
–––
32,184
–––
–––
–––
14,916

1,360
1,998
2,000
5,184
–––
4,000
2,714
55,000
2,300
2,506
24,751
42,000
5,000
10,400
6,000
6,300
7,000
2,934
3,000
2,541
13,446
3,219
2,000
1,870
30,000
1,700
8,125
9,000
1,600
5,500
10,000
1,250
24,800
24,900
1,931
10,000
20,000
3,425
5,500
24,000

Date
Acquired
by.......
UDC 1895
Corp 1908
UDC 1909 ?
1879 UDC
Corp 1868

Corp 1850
1892 UDC
Corp 1884
UDC 1910
UDC 1912
Corp 1894

Corp 1879
1876 UDC
1875 UDC
Corp 1900
1877 UDC

UDC 1913
1874 UDC

UDC 1929
Corp 1847

a). The 1910-11 Gas Directory states “The UDC are applying for powers to construct Works (1909)”.
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b). Arnside Gas Co. Ltd., registered April 1905, had capital of £3,317 plus a loan of £500 @ 5%, but
was “wound up and sold” in March 1907. In 1908-9 the owner was Thomas Redman, but gas-making
had “not yet started. Stopped by the parish etc. councils”. The same directory entry continues to
1913, then nothing.
c). Askham was acquired by Dalton-in-Furness Local Board in 1879 (1930 directory).
d). 1928 directory lists Burton as “reported closed”. The latest (poor) statistics are for June 1916. Its first
mention in the 1891 directory gives the foundation year as 1889, amended to 1863 in later volumes.
e). Dalton gasworks was managed by a gas committee.
f). Figures from 1899 directory, the first to contain any of its details.
g). Seascale first appeared in the 1911-12 directory whose figures are used. Later directories do not help.
h). The Sedbergh New Gas Co. was founded in 1896.
j). Foundation date is not given. Silloth Gas Co., owned by North British Railway Co., was acquired by
Holme Cultram UDC in 1910. In 1855 the Silloth Bay Railway Co. bought 46 acres of land there
and, by 1861, a newly planned seaside resort with a gasworks was taking shape. The NBR bought the
railway in 1862. J. D. Marshall & J. K. Walton, The Lake Counties from 1830 . . . (1981), 197.

APPENDIX 2
Some statistics to compare Windermere with nearby Gasworks in 1935.
Main source: Gas Journal Calendar & Directory (1935), unless stated otherwise (see
note 3).
Note: The last three columns are calculated from Directory figures quoted in the other columns.
Retort
Capital
type
(£)
Horizontal H
Vertical V

Alston
Ambleside
Appleby
Arlecdon/Friz.
Askham-in-Fur.{}
Aspatria
Barrow-in-Fur.
Bentham
Brampton
Burton
Carlisle
Carnforth
Cleator Moor
Cockermouth
Dalton-in-Fur.
Egremont
Grange-o-Sands
Harrington +
Ingleton
Kendal
Keswick
K. Lonsdale
K. Stephen
Lancaster

H
H
H
—
—
H
H
H
H
—
V
H
H
H
H
HT
HT
H
H
VWG
H
[H]
H
IChWG

Consumers
Domestic
Industry

4,450
292
29,850
781
8,300
420
2,388 1,020
–––
437
4,000
850
111,741 15,749
4,000
450
3,000
564
–––
–––
168,980 18,228
9,000
858
––– 1,700
8,873 1,757
––– 1,369
10,100
–––
20,000
784
–––
808
–––
146
52,600 5,440
15,700 1,501
3,050
316
4,000
420
51,721 11,070

–––
–––
–––
–––
–––
–––
–––
–––
–––
–––
105
6
5
–––
–––
–––
–––
–––
1
–––
–––
–––
–––
53

Coal
used
(tons)

485
1,575
700
776
–––
1,039
27,864
584
–––
–––
32,020
1,750
1,464
2,763
1,369
1,756
1,033
800
300
6,560
2,473
649
450
25,429

Gas made Gas per
in year
ton of
(mill.
Coal
cu.ft)
(thou.
cu.ft)

4.37
19.1
7.0
10.0
5.35
12.5
388.0
7.5
10.8
–––
623.0
20.0
23.2
44.0
20.0
26.4
20.9
13.0
2.3
139.0
41.0
6.3
5.5
453.0
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9.01
12.13
10.00
12.89
?
12.03
13.92
12.84
?
–––
19.46
11.43
15.85
15.92
14.61
15.03
20.23
16.26
7.67
21.19
16.58
9.71
12.22
17.81

Gas
Capital
per
per
Consumer
(£) #

14.97
24.46
16.67
9.8
12.74
14.71
24.64
16.67
19.15
–––
33.98
23.15
13.61
25.04
14.61
?
26.66
16.09
15.65
25.55
27.32
19.94
13.10
40.73

15.24
38.22
19.76
2.34
?
4.71
7.09
8.89
5.32
–––
9.22
10.42
?
5.50
?
?
25.51
?
?
9.67
10.46
9.65
9.52
4.65
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Retort
Capital
type
(£)
Horizontal H
Vertical V

Longtown {}
Maryport
Millom
Milnthorpe
Morecambe
Penrith
St Bees
Seascale ][
Sedbergh
Silloth
Ulverston
Whitehaven
Wigton
Windermere
Workington

—
V
H
H
HWG
H
H
H
H
H
H
H
HWG
V
V

1,200
26,000
13,060
2,000
–––
17,000
2,730
5,000
6,815
–––
9,244
49,750
12,971
32,485
45,324

Consumers
Domestic
Industry

–––
3,553
2,000
267
8,142
2,905
160
–––
1,105
760
–––
3,263
1,072
1,070
6,778

–––
–––
2
–––
–––
–––
–––
–––
–––
8
–––
–––
–––
–––
79

Coal
used
(tons)

Gas made Gas per
in year
ton of
(mill.
Coal
cu.ft)
(thou.
cu.ft)

250
3,644
3,119
420
15,688
6,589
354
200
2,000
1,243
5,618
3,200
1,050
2,245
9,890

1.6
73.03
43.0
4.88
213.0
92.5
4.2
1.8
28.0
18.5
77.7
46.0
18.5
31.4
200.0

6.40
20.04
13.79
11.62
13.58
14.04
11.86
9.00
14.00
14.89
13.83
14.38
17.62
13.99
20.22

Gas
Capital
per
per
Consumer
(£) #

?
20.55
21.50
18.28
26.16
31.84
26.25
?
25.34
24.09
?
14.10
17.26
29.35
29.17

?
7.32
6.53
7.49
?
5.85
17.06
?
6.17
?
?
15.25
12.10
30.36
6.69

Notes: Askham, Burton, Longtown and Seascale have been included for information, not statistical use.
––– no information submitted to the publishers. ? incomplete information prevents calculation.
* This column uses the total of domestic and industrial consumers since the difference made is less than
0.195, except for Workington which is nearly 0.34. # Likewise in this column inclusion of the industrial
consumers produces even smaller differences of between 0.022 for Lancaster to 0.077 for Workington.
WG = Water Gas; I = Inclined retorts; Ch = Chambers. [ ] = Detail from another year;
T = Tully (see footnote 30 for details). + Harrington figures had to be taken from the 1930 directory.
{} Detail from the 1916-17 directory, the last useful figures. ][ Detail for Seascale is from the 1911-12,
directory, its first mention. Later information is poor. The 1930 directory says the company was founded
on 1 Oct. 1929. Perhaps it failed between 1917 and 1928, then was revived. Other sources might resolve
this.
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APPENDIX 3
A sample of statistics for the Windermere Gasworks.
Year

1893

1900

1910

1916/7

Population < >

5,500

5,500

5,500

5,500

6,500

12,660
–––

12,660
2,000

12,660
2,000 @ 31/2%

13,500
2,700

18,500
–––

10

10

10

6 [war]

9

Coal carbonised (tons)
buying price (delivered)
fuel enricher

1,436
–––
–––

1,640
–––
cannel

1,717
–––
cannel

1,653
28s.9d.
cannel

2,326
–––
–––

Gas made (thou. cu.ft)
Gas sold (thou. cu.ft)

15,958
14,898

17,679
15,768

20,976
17,902

20,581
17,430

32,834
29,135

20

19

20

19

16
500 BThU

Consumers
Price (per 1,000 cu. ft)

400
4s.3d./5s.

614
3s.9d./4s.6d.

788
3s.9d./4s.6d.

936
3s.9d./4s.6d.

766
5s. #

Stoves
cooking gas per therm
Gas fires
Slotmeters
gas price per therm

–––
3s.4d.

200
3s.4d.

410
3s.4d.

360
3s.4d.

550

–––
–––

61
4s.71/2d.

112
4s.71/2d.

142
4s.1/2d.

120
259
–––

112
4s.3d/5s.
–––

45
3s.9d.
11

65
3s.9d.
11

68
3s.9d.
111/2

82
5s. #
14

–––
–––
13s.6d.
–––

–––
–––
15s
–––

8

–––

Share Capital (£)
Loan
(£)
Dividend (%)

Illuminating power *
calorific value

Public lamps
- ditto - gas price
Gas Mains (miles)
Residuals
Coke used by Company
Coke sold (tons)
-ditto- (price)
Coal tar
Liquor
Sulphate (tons)

120
180
922
986
13s.4d. to 18s.4d. 15s. to 20s.
110 tons
12

–––

(~)

1929

–––
1,500
25s. (at works)
25,000 galls.
31,000 galls
–––

For the names of senior personnel see Table 3.
Notes : < > In view of Windermere’s rapid growth, the regular population figure seems questionable.
(~) No Gas Journal directories available between 1918 and 1927 inclusive.
* The prescribed illuminating power was 16. # or 1s. per therm of 100,000 BThUs.
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APPENDIX 4
Introduction of Incandescent Gas-lamps in Cumbria and Lonsdale, 1900-1914.

Ambleside
Arlecdon &
Frizington
Aspatria
Barrow
Brampton
Burton
Carlisle
Cleator Moor
Cockermouth
Grange
Harrington
Kendal
K. Stephen
Lancaster
Longtown
Maryport
Millom
Morecambe
Penrith
Seascale
Sedbergh
Ulverston
Wigton
Windermere
Workington

1905-6
Lp / In

%

1906-7
Lp / In

%

106/36

33.9

106/38

35.8

76/2
1150/62

2.6
5.4

68/17
25.0
1153/76 6.6

1477/155 10.5

1907-8
Lp / In

1910-11
Lp / In

%

1913-14
Lp / In

%

107/420 39.3

108/42

38.9

112/53

47.3

72/340 47.2
1195/780 6.5

79/620
1240/840
98/600
16 aIn
1558/1151
310/280
183 aIn
118/400
70/340
405/284
53/290
1078/214

%

196/ 80

40.8

415/53

12.8

1497/346
280/4
198/90
117/40
66/30
420/88

954/6

0.6

954/ 6

0.6

333/40
480/100
35/44

12.0
20.8
13.1

405/600
437/100
490/150
335/440

14.8
22.9
30.6
12.4

55/40
295/132
99/ 4
56/45
648/150

72.7
44.7
4.0
80.4
23.1

55/400
297/176
100/400
57/460
621/315

72.7
59.2
04.0
80.7
50.7

55/20
292/109
99/4
54 Lp
590/150

36.4
37.3
4.0
0.0
25.4

23.1
1.4
45.5
34.2
45.5
20.9

1530/410 26.8

999/102 10.2

198/100
118/400
0 66/300
394/120

50.5
33.9
45.5
30.5

141 aIn 1000
83/ 71
85.5
1217 aIn 1000
98/60
61.2
16 aIn 1000
1755/1418 80.8
300 aIn 1000
189 aIn 1000
129 aIn 1000
75/34
45.3
403 aIn 1000
57 aIn 1000
1082/360 33.3
34/8
23.5
350/700 20.0
386/340 88.0
337/196 58.2
342/223 65.2
638/535 83.9
340/950 27.9
350 aIn 1000
13/12
92.3
60/550 91.7
60/55
91.7
306/216 70.6
3 15/288 91.4
100/400
4.0
100/4
4.0
63/460 73.0
67 aIn 100.0
682/467 68.5 714/620 86.8
78.5
6.8
61.2
100
73.9
9.3
100
33.9
48.6
70.1
54.7
19.9

Notes: From 1900 to 1904 there are no figures for incandescent lamps. Only statements “lamps x,
including incandescent y” have been accepted, as wording like “lamps x, incandescent” is ambiguous.
Questionnaires probably prompted answers with “lamps . . ., incandescent . . .” so that managers in some
gasworks might have filled in the first number and left the other blank (which was then printed verbatim),
inadvertently giving a wrong impression that that represented the number of incandescent lamps when
there might have been none.
Lp = total lamps / = including In = incandescent lamps within the total aIn = “all incandescent”.
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APPENDIX 5
Measuring the radius of a circular object from outside its curvature (Fig. 8).
Method: Set out a straight line XY, so that its mid-point touches the circumference
at T, and so that the right-angle offsets s at each end are of equal length.
Line XY is therefore a tangent to the circle at T.
Let

r = required radius
c = half chord AM ( = measured half tangent XT, YT as set out above)
s = MT, versed sine of curve ( = measured offsets AX, BX as set out above)
a = OM, inaccessible distance from centre of circle to chord mid-point M

In triangle AMO by Pythagoras
but a = (r – s)
r2=c2+a2
r2=c2+(r–s)2
r 2 = c 2 + r 2 – 2rs + s 2
r 2 – r 2 + 2rs = c 2 + s 2
2rs = c 2 + s 2
r = c 2 + s 2 or D = c 2 + s 2
2s
s

FIG. 8. Diagram of the
geometry (dashed
lines) and setting out
(solid lines) needed to
find the radius of a
large circular structure
whose interior is
inaccessible.

APPENDIX 6
Gleanings about Firms known to have supplied plant to Windermere Gasworks.
Sources: Journal of Gas Lighting, continued as The Gas Journal in 1919, volumes for
July 1900 and October 1930 were consulted; Gas Industry directories (note 3).
Drakes Ltd.
New Vertical Retorts (1934).
In 1900: Jonas Drake & Son, Head Office & Works: Ovenden, Halifax. “Sole agents for Hislop’s
patent regenerative furnaces. Retort benches erected complete with or without furnaces” [all text
within a cross-sectional outline of a horizontal retort]. “Gas engineers, contractors, iron founders,
retort setters, furnace builders etc. Gaseous firing a speciality”.
In 1930: Photo of Bingley installation inaugurated 21 March 1930 comprising a stack of 16 vertical
retorts each with guaranteed coal throughput of 4 tons a day, capable of being steamed according to
quality of gas required up to 25% of throughput guaranteed to yield 1 million cub. ft of gas per day.
In 1935: Gas exhausting plants, Rateau turbo exhausters, boosters & fans. High-speed multi-blade
blowers. Reciprocating gas compressors. Reynold’s district gas governors to reduce inlet pressures of
up to 50 lb/sq, in. to ordinary district pressure. High speed steam engines etc.
Clayton, Son & Co. Ltd.
Middle (reserve) Gasholder (no date).
Head Office and Works: Moor End Works, Hunslet, Leeds.
In 1900: London Office: 60 Queen Victoria Street, EC4. “Makers of the largest gasholder in the world
12,100,000 cub. ft. capacity, completed in 12 months, diam. 300 ft, 6 lifts each 30 ft deep, has no
ropes or spiral guides”. “Girders, roofs & all kinds of structural steelwork”.
In 1906: Advert claim: “The original makers of Spiral Guided Gasholders”.
In 1930: London Office: 5, Victoria Street, SW1. Australian Office: 9, Mulgrove Street, Melbourne.
Headline “Purifiers”. Advert showing purifiers and building for Northwich Gas Co.
In 1935: 1934 contracts included steel-framed gasholder for Windsor Street works of Birmingham
Corporation (5 lifts, 5 million cub. ft) replacing a 2 lift, 2 million cub.ft holder. Waterless gasholder of
1 million cub. ft capacity for Stewarts and Lloyds at Corby Ironworks.
Note: Goodall, Clayton & Co. Ltd, Leeds were suppliers of conveyors, elevators, coal breakers, retort
settings, furnaces, bunkers, roofs, hoists, coal & coke screening and sizing plant.
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R. & J. Dempster Ltd.
Smallest (Bowness) Gasholder (no date).
In 1900: Head Office and Works: Gas Plant Works, Newton Heath, Manchester.
In 1930: ditto; and London Office: 34 Victoria Street, SW1, “Water cooled condensers with
horizontal tubes ensures maximum cooling efficiency with minimum water supply; adaptable for
gases, vapour, water, oil”.
In 1935: “Makers of gasworks plant of every kind, water gas, hydrogen, benzole, tar distillation, coke
elevating and conveying plant”.
C. & W. Walker Ltd.
Largest (Windermere) Gasholder (no date).
Head Office & Works: Midland Iron Works, Donnington, Wellington, Shropshire.
In 1900: London Office: 110 Cannon Street, EC4.
“Gasholders with or without steel standards and tanks. Purifiers in cast iron and steel.
Purifying machines for ammonia; scrubbers, tar extractors, retort mouthpieces of any shape; sulphate
of ammonia and tar-distilling plant: Tysoe’s self-sealing mouthpieces” (for retorts).
In 1930: London Office: 70 Victoria Street, SW1.
“Makers of gasworks plant of all descriptions”. Complete purifier installations with Milbourne patent
valves, rubber jointing and “discharge shoots”. Advert showing a Walker vertical washer-scrubber with
a large surface area that “eliminates ammonia and most of the CO2 & H2S. Prints a testimonial of July
1926 stating that one of these eliminated the need for steam to prevent clogging, unlike the former
horizontal type.
In 1935; Makers of the largest working holder in this country and the largest spiral holder in the
world. Makers under licence of self-contained, waterless gasholders with a piston and dry seal.
W. C. Holmes & Co. Ltd.
New station meter (1931).
Head Office & Works: Whitestone Ironworks, Turnbridge, Huddersfield.
In 1900: Patent ‘new’ scrubber-washer, all sizes 50,000 to 5,000,000 cub. ft of gas per day.
Orders already received during 1900 for machines to deal with 33.8 million cub. ft.
In 1906: London Office: 11 Victoria Street, SW1.
In 1930: London Office: 119 Victoria Street, SW1. Company “Founded 1850”.
“Builders of by-product plant for the gas, coking & other fuel industries”. Advert re. pioneering
modern condensing practice capable of heat interchange efficiency of 95% of theoretical figure. First
supplied to Bournemouth Gas & Water Co., 1913. From 100,000 to 12 million cub. ft a day.
Recent improvement: self-contained reversing by-pass for each column and combined arrangement
for continuously separating and cooling tar and liquor condensates as they are formed”. Photograph of
a Connersville Meter checking the accuracy of existing wet drum station meters.
In 1935: “Recent rapid growth in technical knowledge has brought radical changes in gas
manufacturing processes. To meet the new conditions we are continually carrying out research and
works investigations to improve construction and efficiency of plant in which we specialise”.
George Waller & Son Ltd.
New booster pump (1931).
In 1900: Head Office & Works: Phoenix Iron Works, Stroud, Glos.
In 1906 : -ditto-; and London Office: 165 Queen Victoria Street, EC4.
In 1930: -ditto-; and London Office: 149 Palace Chambers, Westminster SW1.
Agents for Scotland: Milne & Mitchell, 75 Bath Street, Glasgow.
“Specialists in exhausting machinery, boosting and high pressure plant, coke breakers, pan-ash
separators, gas valves etc. Makers of booster fans, rotary and vertical compressors (including the
Mitchell patent crankless type).
Bryan Donkin & Co. Ltd.
New Exhauster pump (1934).
In 1900: Bryan Donkin & Clench, engineers, Bermondsey, London, SE. Works at Chesterfield &
London. Manchester Office, 10, Mawson’s Chambers, Deangate.
“water valves, rack & pinion gas valves”.
In 1930: Head Office and Works: Lincoln Works, Chesterfield. London Office: 3, Victoria Street,
SW1.
Makers of gas compressors up to 100 lbs/sq. in., automatic control operated by gas pressure; powered
by steam, gas engine, electric motor or belt.
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Joseph Evans & Sons Ltd.
New tar pump (1934)
In 1930: Head Office & Works: Culwell Works, Wolverhampton.
London Office: 109, Kingsway, Holborn, WC2.
“Makers of pumps of all sorts and sizes”.
E. A. Foulds Ltd.
New steam-powered coal lift (1934).
In 1923 Ernest Albert Foulds was an electrical engineer of 67a Windy Bank, Colne and had moved to
64 Stonebridge Terrace by 1927. In 1933, Barrett’s Trade Directory listed the firm as Electrical
Engineers and Machine Makers at Albert Works, Wordsworth Road, Colne. The firm, founded in
1927, still operates under members of the same family but has stopped manufacturing in favour of
servicing lifts of all sorts, especially in high buildings.
Spencer-Bonecourt
New waste-heat boiler (1934).
In 1921 the works, located at Hitchin, Herts, was making patent waste heat boilers, gas & oil-fired
boilers, steam fittings and accessories; Head Office at Parliament Mansions, Victoria Street, SW1.
(British Engineers’ Association, Members Handbook (1921)).
In 1930: Head Office: 50-64 Broadway Buildings, Westminster, SW1.
Among ten small adverts in a single display are claims that: Five large coke-fired Lancashire boilers
were displaced by two small Spencer-Bonecourt [patent] waste heat boilers; and that £12,000 a year
return on a £6,000 order was had by one customer.
In 1950: Head Office, Audrey House, Houndsditch, EC3.
Headline “Waste Heat Recovery” and photograph of plant for that purpose.
Ham Baker & Co. Ltd of Westminster.
Gas street lamp maker (undated).
The history of the company began in 1884 as a partnership between Frederick Ham, William Baker
and Claude Sansom in London. Ham Baker & Co. first appeared in London directories in 1895 at 13
Grosvenor Road, Westminster and were described as “water & sewerage engineers, valves & fittings
for water supply & sewerage works, sluice valves, hydrants, water meters, sewage valves, penstocks,
manhole covers & pumps”. In 1918 they were also described as brass and iron founders. From 1922
to 1960 their London address was 70 Victoria Street, then 86 Eccleston Square (1961-2), and 79/80
Petty France (1963-5). In 1896 as Ham Baker & Co. Ltd, they moved the main manufacturing work
to Worcestershire, so from 1900, Kelly’s Birmingham directories listed them simply as mechanical
engineers at Clay Lane, Langley, Oldbury. In 1962 they were still there as iron founders, sewerage,
water, municipal and general engineers (Birmingham and West Midlands Chamber of Commerce
Trades Directory). In 1955, the British Engineers’ Association Handbook of Members listed their
interests as waterworks, sewerage, sewage disposal, irrigation, oil, fire-fighting and gave a list of Ham
Baker agents in 15 countries across the world. From 1978 a complex series of take-overs led to merger
with Simon Hartley Ltd. of Stoke-on-Trent in August 1998, and now under their own name, they
specialise in manufacturing flow control equipment, like penstocks, sluice gates, weirs, valves made
from cast or ductile iron, stainless steel or plastic. Detail kindly given by Ray Haydon (their sales
manager); the Guildhall Library, London; and from Birmingham directories at Bodleian Lib.
General observations on Gas Journal advertisements of the above Companies and others.
1. The content and artwork for adverts by most companies often changed from week to week, suggesting
keen competition to attract customers.
2. As a result many adverts contained significant information on latest developments and technical
achievements, often with dates of installation, place and customer identity, presumably so that
interested parties could approach those customers for opinions.
3. There is a noticeable shift in the advertising emphasis of most companies. Probably as a result of the
1920 Gas Regulation Act, pictures and pride in constructing large gasholders appear to have waned
somewhat, in favour of emphasis on purification plant design and efficiency.
4. There are signs that London offices of many Companies had moved from EC4 (the BlackfriarsCannon Street area) in 1900 to SW1 (mainly Victoria Street) by 1930, no doubt to be near to the
centre of government in Westminster. Victoria Street is still the focus for head offices of many major
heavy construction and engineering firms.
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